
 

 
 

ODD AND EVEN NUMBER PATTERNS, RECOGNISING WHEN AN ERROR OCCURS. 

INVESTIGATIONS OVERVIEW PAGE 
THIS PAGE IS A SUMMARY OF THE INVESTIGATIONS THAT STUDENTS MAY ENGAGE IN TO DEEPEN THEIR RELATIONAL UNDERSTANDING. INVESTIGATIONS WITH INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS 

FOLLOW ON SUBSEQUENT PAGES. 

• Children select a card to make an odd or an even number. They record a number pattern by repeatedly adding 2. They identify whether all of their numbers are 
odd or even. Reflection: What are odd and even numbers? 

• In pairs, children create number patterns forwards and backwards of odd or even numbers. Child 1 looks away and Child 2 covers one number. Child 1 identifies 
the covered number. Reflection: What are odd and even numbers? 

• In pairs, children select a number and create and record a number pattern by starting for their selected number and repeatedly adding 2. They identify whether 
their pattern is odd or even numbers and how it repeats. Reflection: What are odd and even numbers? 

• In pairs, children select a number and create and record a number pattern by starting for their selected number and repeatedly subtracting 2. They identify whether 
their pattern is odd or even numbers and how it repeats. Reflection: What are odd and even numbers? 

• In pairs, children have a calculator. They create and record a number pattern by entering a start number and repeatedly adding 2. They identify whether their 
pattern is odd or even numbers and how it repeats.  Reflection: What are odd and even numbers? 

• In pairs, children have a calculator. They create and record a number pattern by entering a start number and repeatedly subtracting 2. They identify whether their 
pattern is odd or even numbers and how it repeats. Reflection: What are odd and even numbers? 

• In pairs, children quiz one another asking questions such as ‘what is the next odd number after 9?’, ‘what is the next odd number after 10?’, ‘what is the even 
number before 7? and ‘what is the even number before 10?’ Reflection: What are odd and even numbers? 
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Odd and Even Number Patterns, Recognising when an Error 
Occurs. 

 
Select a card to make an odd or an even number.  
Record a number pattern by repeatedly adding 2.  
Are all of your numbers odd or even? 
Reflection: What are odd and even numbers? 
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Odd and Even Number Patterns, Recognising when an Error 
Occurs. 

 

Sit with a friend. 
Create a number pattern forwards of odd or even numbers.  
Child 1 looks away and Child 2 covers one number.  
Child 1 identifies the covered number. 
Reflection: What are odd and even numbers?  
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Odd and Even Number Patterns, Recognising when an Error 
Occurs. 

 

Sit with a friend. 
Select a number. 
Create and record a number pattern by starting at your selected number and repeatedly 
adding 2.  
Identify whether your pattern is odd or even numbers and how it repeats. 
Reflection: What are odd and even numbers? 
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Odd and Even Number Patterns, Recognising when an Error 
Occurs. 

 

Sit with a friend. 
Select a number. 
Create and record a number pattern by starting with your selected number and repeatedly 
subtracting 2.  
Identify whether your pattern is odd or even numbers and how it repeats. 
Reflection: What are odd and even numbers?  
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Odd and Even Number Patterns, Recognising when an Error 
Occurs. 

 

Sit with a friend. 
Have a calculator.  
Create and record a number pattern by entering a start number and repeatedly adding 2.  
Identify whether your pattern is odd or even numbers and how it repeats.  
Reflection: What are odd and even numbers?  
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Odd and Even Number Patterns, Recognising when an Error 
Occurs. 

 

Sit with a friend. 
Have a calculator.  
Create and record a number pattern by entering a start number and repeatedly subtracting 2.  
Identify whether your pattern is odd or even numbers and how it repeats.  
Reflection: What are odd and even numbers? 
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Odd and Even Number Patterns, Recognising when an Error 
Occurs. 

 

Sit with a friend. 
Quiz one another asking questions such as ‘what is the next odd number after 9?’, ‘what is the 
next odd number after 10?’, ‘what is the even number before 7?, and ‘what is the even number 
before 10?’ 
Reflection: What are odd and even numbers? 
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